Abstract. An universal mechanism responsible for excitation of the low-threshold two upper-hybrid (UH) plasmon absolute parametric decay instability of a pump extraordinary microwave is proposed and analysed in detail. A corner-stone of it is the 2D localization of the daughter UH waves in an intensive magnetic field aligned blob/filament and the presence of a finite-width mm-wave pump beam
Introduction
In the recent decade a substantial number of observations in the electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) experiments in tokamaks and stellarators had been made which do not fit into a simple linear picture. The most eloquent among them is the anomalous backscattering phenomena studied in detail in the second harmonic X-mode heating experiments on TEXTOR [1, 2] . The theoretical model [3] proposed recently explains this anomalous backscattering as a result of the two upper-hybrid (UH) plasmon parametric decay instability (PDI) possessing very low threshold due to trapping of nonlinearly excited plasmons in the vicinity of the density maximum that accompanies the magnetic island [4] . The theoretical model [3] also predicts substantial (up to 25%) anomalous absorption due to this process. This makes important further detailed analysis of the mechanisms and scenarios responsible for excitation of the low-power-threshold PDI of an extraordinary wave.
The density fluctuations can also lead to anomalous absorption of mm-wave [5] . In particular, the large amplitude density fluctuations routinely observed in experiments at the plasma edge [6] [7] [8] in the form of blobs or filaments, aligned with the magnetic field line and possessing the finite size perpendicular to it can ensure the 2D localization of the daughter UH waves and, thus, serve as potential centers of low-threshold two-plasmon parametric decay and sources of anomalous scattering of mm-waves.
In the present paper we analyze the scenario of the low-threshold PDI associated with excitation of UH waves 2D trapped in plasma blobs which is applicable to both the stellarator and tokamak second harmonic ECRH experiments. The numerical estimations for this scenario are given in the paper for conditions of the second harmonic ECRH experiment in ASDEX Upgrade [9] .
Parametric excitation of the 2D trapped UH waves by the pump extraordinary wave
In order to describe nonlinear excitation of the UH waves trapped in a blob aligned with the magnetic field line, we introduce the local cylindrical and Cartesian coordinate systems ( , , ) r z  and ( , , ) x y z with their common origin located in the centre of a blob and the coordinate z directed along the magnetic field line. The coordinate x is related to the flux surface label, and y is the coordinate perpendicular to the magnetic field line on the magnetic surface. We focus on the ECRH experiments being carried out in ASDEX Upgrade [9] and model the density profile as a sum of the background smoothly inhomogeneous term 0 n and a sharp perturbation arising due to the presence of a blob generated by a low-frequency instability of MHD or drift type and given in the local cylindrical coordinate systems ( , , ) r z
In the above formula 1 n   is the relative amplitude of a density perturbation and b l is the width of it. Thus, the density perturbation (1) models a structure being aligned with the magnetic field line and possessing the finite size perpendicular to it. For our numerical analysis we choose its width in the millimeter scale range is consistent with the values usually observed at the edge plasma [8] . We assume temporal variation of the density fluctuation negligible during the period or inverse growth rate of the decay waves under consideration in this paper.
Then, we analyze the three-wave interaction model relevant to the experiment. We assume that the pump extraordinary wave propagates almost perpendicular to the magnetic field in the density inhomogeneity direction with its dominant polarization vector component being mostly directed along the coordinate y . We represent the X-mode pump propagating through the decay layer as 
 , g and  are the components of the "cold" dielectric tensor. The nonlinear induced charge densities 1,2  arising on the RHS of equations (4) describe coupling of the daughter UH waves in the presence of the pump wave (2) . Their explicit representation is given below. Then, we assume the weak nonlinear coupling of UH waves and utilize the perturbation theory approach [10] . In the first step of the perturbation procedure we put 1 , the system operates at 140 GHz with X2 scheme) [9] . The chosen edge density profile is also depicted in the figure 1 in thick solid curve. As we can see, the UH wave can be localized in a vicinity of the local maximum of the density profile. Then, we get back to the realistic 2D problem and demonstrate the possibility of 2D localization of both the UH waves in the blob. 
In the absence of the nonlinear pump the amplitudes of the UH waves are constant, 1 
,
The two pairs of the coordinates 
into the UH waves with the equal frequency figure 2 we demonstrated the dispersion curves of the daughter UH waves corresponding to fundamental radial modes being merged along with the radial distribution of the spatial form-factor determining the efficiency of the nonlinear interaction of pump and daughter waves, . The latter makes strong nonlinear coupling possible.
In the second step of the perturbation procedure we take into account the nonlinear coupling and the daughter waves energy losses along the axis z e . The amplitudes of UH waves in this case are no longer constant, i.e. 
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